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Friday, 1 March 2024 

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the top 

stories this morning. Michael Rowland and Bridget Brennan bring you news and 

interviews, Tony Armstrong with sport and Nate Byrne with weather. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Lorna Dunkley in the morning to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. ABC News has more reporters in more places, serving and 

connecting communities and telling your stories. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

The leading news at lunchtime. Ruby Cornish brings you the day's top stories and the 

latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and around 

the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

10:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa Georgiadis joins a crew conserving coastal dunes, Jane Edmanson explores a native 

suburban garden, Sophie Thomson propagates wisteria vines and Josh Byrne explores 

water wise palms. 

  

11:00am Dream Gardens: Coffs Harbour, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Former city dwellers, Mark and Nicola Ruitenberg want an industrial style garden. But 

can an inner-city trend, dominated by waste concrete, be transplanted to a sub-tropical 

sanctuary in the country? 

  

11:30am Strait To The Plate 

(Repeat) 

Aaron Fa'Aoso kick starts this season by visiting the Kulkalgal region, travelling to the 

Island of Warraberto find out more about their signature dishes, weaving and their 

climate change battle. 

  

12:00pm Adam and Poh's Great Australian Bites: Canberra 

(Repeat)Final 

We began this journey in the spiritual centre of Australia - Uluru. Now, as we approach 

the end, we're heading to the political capital - Canberra, city build on lunches. 
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12:30pm That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In the series return for 2024, Tiana, Sam and Sera are joined by track and field champion 

Rellie Kaputin, PNG basketball legend Moi Muri and Pacific women leading the way in 

tennis.  

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Matthew Doran brings you everything you need 

to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key decision 

makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm AFL Pre-Season: Community Series 2024: AFL Pre-Season: Geelong v Essendon 
Just days out from the start of the 2024 AFL Premiership Season, teams get a final hit out 
with the pre-season Community Series. The Geelong Cats take on the Essendon 
Bombers. 

  

5:00pm AFL Pre-Season: Community Series 2024: AFL Pre-Season: Port Adelaide v 
Fremantle 
Port Adelaide host the Fremantle Dockers at Alberton Oval in SA as part of the AFL Pre-
Season Community Shield. 

  

8:00pm Wang Gungwu Lecture 2024 

(CC,G) 
Business trailblazer Ming Long AM delivers the 2024 Wang Gungwu Lecture. Each year 
the lecture celebrates the life and work of a prominent Chinese Australian. 

  

9:00pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 
A thousand delegates up for grabs between Michigan and the states and territories 
voting on Super Tuesday. Will Nikki Haley stay in the race against Donald Trump? Plus 
Joe Biden prepares his State of the Union Address. 

  

9:45pm ABC Late News 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

10:15pm The World This Week 

(CC) 
Yvonne Yong brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 
North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

10:45pm Close Of Business 
Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including 
the latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in 
the local and global economy and how it affects you. 
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11:15pm Wang Gungwu Lecture 2024 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Business trailblazer Ming Long AM delivers the 2024 Wang Gungwu Lecture. Each year 

the lecture celebrates the life and work of a prominent Chinese Australian. 
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Saturday, 2 March 2024 

0:15am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa Georgiadis joins a crew conserving coastal dunes, Jane Edmanson explores a 

native suburban garden, Sophie Thomson propagates wisteria vines and Josh Byrne 

explores water wise palms. 

  

1:15am Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 

A thousand delegates up for grabs between Michigan and the states and territories 

voting on Super Tuesday. Will Nikki Haley stay in the race against Donald Trump? Plus 

Joe Biden prepares his State of the Union Address. 

  

2:00am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Yvonne Yong brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 

perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 

Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

2:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In the series return for 2024, Tiana, Sam and Sera are joined by track and field 

champion Rellie Kaputin, PNG basketball legend Moi Muri and Pacific women leading 

the way in tennis.  

  

3:00am The Breakfast Couch 

Michael Rowland, Bridget Brennan and the team hear from Timothee Chalamet and 

Austin Butler about Dune Part 2, American Fiction star Jeffrey Wright, plus Zak 

Hepburn, Engelbert Humperdinck, Elizabeth Day and Club Broadway. 

  

3:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In the series return for 2024, Tiana, Sam and Sera are joined by track and field 

champion Rellie Kaputin, PNG basketball legend Moi Muri and Pacific women leading 

the way in tennis.  

  

4:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and up-to-date. Johanna Nicholson and Kathryn 

Robinson bring you the latest news, interviews, politics, culture, weather and global 

affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 
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8:00am ABC News 

(CC) 
Lorna Dunkley presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

8:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Yvonne Yong brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Lorna Dunkley presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

9:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 
News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 
outside the big cities. Presented by Eleni Roussos. 

  

10:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Lorna Dunkley presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

10:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Michael Rowland, Bridget Brennan and the team hear from Timothee Chalamet and 

Austin Butler about Dune Part 2, American Fiction star Jeffrey Wright, plus Zak 

Hepburn, Engelbert Humperdinck, Elizabeth Day and Club Broadway. 

  

11:00am Grand Designs Australia: Ocean Shores Chipboard 

(Repeat) 

GP Zewlan and her electrician husband Tom, want an architect designed home in a 

great location on shoestring budget. Working within a tenuous loan framework, what 

they create is inspiring. 

  

11:50am Gardening Australia  - My Garden Path: Sally Blake - Visual Artist 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Meet visual artist Sally Blake and find out how her work explores the hidden world of 

dyes awaiting in one of Australia's most familiar plants. 
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12:00pm AFL Pre-Season: Community Series 2024: AFL Pre-Season: Adelaide Crows v 

West Coast Eagles 

On the even of the start of the AFL Premiership Season, the Adelaide Crows take on 

the West Coast Eagles in the Pre-Season Community Shield. 

  

3:00pm Wang Gungwu Lecture 2024 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Business trailblazer Ming Long AM delivers the 2024 Wang Gungwu Lecture. Each year 
the lecture celebrates the life and work of a prominent Chinese Australian. 

  

4:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 
News from where we live. ABC News NSW brings you the day's top stories, exclusive 
investigations and original reporting on the issues that matter to you. Presented by 
Jeremy Fernandez (Sun-Thu) and Lydia Feng (Fri-Sat). 

  

4:30pm Sydney Gay And Lesbian Mardi Gras 2024 

(CC,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Nudity, Sexual References) 

Australia's largest celebration of diverse LGBTQIA+ communities brings a burst of 

colour and creativity to Sydney. Presented by Courtney Act and Mon Schafter, with G 

Flip, Remy Hii, Mel Buttle and Jeremy Fernandez. 

  

7:50pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,G) 

Costa visits a harmonious garden; Millie investigates soil safety; Josh fortifies his 

summer supply; Tammy marvels at wondrous Haworthia; Clarence explores shoreline 

rejuvenation; and we meet a resilient plant shop owner. 

  

8:50pm Black Snow: Spirits Speak 

(Repeat)Final 
Cormack tries to track Anton down to question him, but he's disappeared. When 
Cormack and Hazel discover that Kalana is also missing, they fear the worst.  

  

9:45pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Yvonne Yong brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

10:15pm ABC News Overnight 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Gemma 
Veness. 
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10:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 
Michael Rowland, Bridget Brennan and the team hear from Timothee Chalamet and 
Austin Butler about Dune Part 2, American Fiction star Jeffrey Wright, plus Zak 
Hepburn, Engelbert Humperdinck, Elizabeth Day and Club Broadway. 

  

11:00pm Luke Nguyen's Food Trail 
(Repeat) 

Only weeks away from the grand opening, Luke takes us on a guided behind the 

scenes tour of his restaurant Vietnam House. 

  

11:25pm Stories Of Bike: Rewired 

(Repeat) 

Max (a motorcycle customizer) from Los Angeles, Ben (a blind sportsperson) from 

Sydney and Ed (a disabled motorcyclist) from Canberra each share their story of how 

the love of motorcycles changed their lives. 

  

11:45pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
A thousand delegates up for grabs between Michigan and the states and territories 
voting on Super Tuesday. Will Nikki Haley stay in the race against Donald Trump? Plus 
Joe Biden prepares his State of the Union Address. 
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Sunday, 3 March 2024 

0:35am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Taylor mania; Navalny's death; Buyback balls-up; Correcting The Australian. 

  

0:50am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 

News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 

outside the big cities. Presented by Eleni Roussos. 

  

1:20am National Press Club Address: The Russian Invasion of Ukraine - Two Years On 

(CC) 

Vasyl Myroshnychenko, Ambassador of Ukraine to Australia and Kateryna Argyrou, Co-

Chair of the Australian Federation of Ukrainian Organisations, address the Press Club 

on "The Russian Invasion of Ukraine after two years". 

  

2:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A unique approach to tackling mental health challenges among dairy farmers; plus 

growing Australia's appetite for pistachios. 

  

3:00am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including 

the latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in 

the local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

3:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 

News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 

outside the big cities. Presented by Eleni Roussos. 

  

4:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, updated information, analysis, 

interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna Nicholson and Kathryn 

Robinson, plus sport with Jared Coote. 
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6:00am Insiders 

(CC) 
David Speers and the panel discuss the Dunkley By-Election results and what it means 
for both major parties and their leaders, plus the latest ahead of the federal budget, 
cost of living, defence and foreign affairs. 

  

7:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 
The Matildas have qualified for the Paris Olympics with 10-0 thrashing of Uzbekistan. 
Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the Trans Tasman Men's Cricket Test NZ v 
Australia, NRL season opener in Las Vegas and AFL Preseason. 

  

7:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
In the series return for 2024, Tiana, Sam and Sera are joined by track and field 
champion Rellie Kaputin, PNG basketball legend Moi Muri and Pacific women leading 
the way in tennis.  

  

8:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Lorna Dunkley presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

8:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Michael Rowland, Bridget Brennan and the team hear from Timothee Chalamet and 

Austin Butler about Dune Part 2, American Fiction star Jeffrey Wright, plus Zak 

Hepburn, Engelbert Humperdinck, Elizabeth Day and Club Broadway. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Lorna Dunkley presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

9:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Yvonne Yong brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 

perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 

Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

10:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa visits a harmonious garden; Millie investigates soil safety; Josh fortifies his 

summer supply; Tammy marvels at wondrous Haworthia; Clarence explores shoreline 

rejuvenation; and we meet a resilient plant shop owner. 
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11:00am AFL Pre-Season: Community Series 2024: AFL Pre-Season: St Kilda v North 
Melbourne 
St Kilda take on North Melbourne in the AFL Pre-Season Community Shield. The AFL 
Premiership Season begins on Thursday 7 March. 

  

2:00pm Landline 

(CC) 
The entrepreneurial farmer determined to stay on his remote property despite 
incredible adversity; Scaling up production to get more jackfruit onto plates; plus 
shifting years of accumulated dung from under woolsheds. 

  

3:00pm ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 
News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 
outside the big cities. Presented by Eleni Roussos. 

  

3:30pm Back Roads: Eugowra Recovery, NSW 

(CC,PG) 

We return to Eugowra, one of the first towns Back Roads visited when the pandemic 

hit in 2020. Two years later, it was almost wiped out by a flash flood. Heather 

discovers how they survived and what's driving their recovery. 

  

4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you the 

latest news and original reporting on the day's top stories. Plus reporters investigating 

issues that matter to you. Presented by Meredith Sheehan. 

  

4:30pm Khanh Ong's Wild Food 
Chef Khanh Ong journeys to Australia's tropical Far North Queensland to discover the 
culinary secrets of the Nywaigi people the traditional owners of the land. He learns to 
cook Magpie Goose with Nywaigi Man Buddy Cassidy. 

  

5:20pm Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,G) 
It's all about Community this week, with teens and seniors taking part in a range of 
activities to celebrate the community they've created and help those most in need.  

  

6:20pm Osher Gunsberg: A Matter Of Life And Death 

(Repeat) 
In this one-off documentary film, Australian celebrity Osher Gunsberg investigates 
how new science, innovative thinking and technology are helping prevent suicide. 
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7:40pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Jane Seymour 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Jane Seymour is a star of the big and small screen. The former Bond Girl shares 
insights from her incredible life and career that saw her become a global star. Anh 
must capture her positivity and infectious energy. 

  

8:10pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
A thousand delegates up for grabs between Michigan and the states and territories 
voting on Super Tuesday. Will Nikki Haley stay in the race against Donald Trump? Plus 
Joe Biden prepares his State of the Union Address. 

  

9:00pm ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Meredith 

Sheehan. 

  

9:15pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

The entrepreneurial farmer determined to stay on his remote property despite 

incredible adversity; Scaling up production to get more jackfruit onto plates; plus 

shifting years of accumulated dung from under woolsheds. 

  

10:15pm ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Meredith 
Sheehan. 

  

10:35pm Grand Designs Australia: Kensington Curvy 

(Repeat) 
Architect Tim Hill has made his name designing small, radically shaped, timber houses. 
Now it's time for Tim's family to up-size to a new house that will be curvaceously 
shaped like a foot. 

  

11:25pm Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
David Speers and the panel discuss the Dunkley By-Election results and what it means 
for both major parties and their leaders, plus the latest ahead of the federal budget, 
cost of living, defence and foreign affairs. 
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Monday, 4 March 2024 

0:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

The Matildas have qualified for the Paris Olympics with 10-0 thrashing of Uzbekistan. 

Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the Trans Tasman Men's Cricket Test NZ v 

Australia, NRL season opener in Las Vegas and AFL Preseason. 

  

1:00am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including 

the latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in 

the local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

1:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 

News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 

outside the big cities. Presented by Eleni Roussos. 

  

2:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

The entrepreneurial farmer determined to stay on his remote property despite 

incredible adversity; Scaling up production to get more jackfruit onto plates; plus 

shifting years of accumulated dung from under woolsheds. 

  

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the top 

stories this morning. Michael Rowland and Bridget Brennan bring you news and 

interviews, Tony Armstrong with sport and Nate Byrne with weather. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Gemma Veness in the mornings to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. ABC News has more reporters in more places, serving 

and connecting communities and telling your stories. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

The leading news at lunchtime. Ros Childs brings you the day's top stories and the 

latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and around 

the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 
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10:00am Gardening Australia: National Science Week Special 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Costa Georgiadis meets an inspiring gardener, Tino Carnevale sows spring crops 
indoors, Josh Byrne visits a landscape designer, Jane Edmanson visits a stunning 
garden in rural Victoria and Millie Ross builds a garden bench. 

  

11:00am Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
It's all about Community this week, with teens and seniors taking part in a range of 
activities to celebrate the community they've created and help those most in need.  

  

12:00pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
The entrepreneurial farmer determined to stay on his remote property despite 
incredible adversity; Scaling up production to get more jackfruit onto plates; plus 
shifting years of accumulated dung from under woolsheds. 

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 
Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Greg Jennett brings you everything you need 
to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key 
decision makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

Joe O'Brien brings you a comprehensive summary of the day's events, with the latest 

breaking news, in depth coverage of the top stories, live crosses, interviews and 

explainers to bring you up to speed on what's going on. 

  

3:00pm Grand Designs Australia: Hamilton Japanese Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

Steve Minon has a fascination for things Japanese. He fell in love with the work of an 

iconic Japanese architect Yo Shimada, who he contacted to design a house for him. 

  

3:50pm Gardening Australia - My Garden Path: Dr Luis Mata - Ecologist & 
Photographer 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

For Australian Pollinator Week, we meet photographer and ecologist Dr Luis 

Mata whose keen eye for insects puts them in a whole new light. 

  

4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round 
the clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating 
issues that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 
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4:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 

More news, more often - the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the 

issues that matter. The ABC's network of reporters cover important stories and bring 

you news and information you need. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 

  

5:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

6:00pm The World 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 
our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 
international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of today's 
top stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells 
the stories that matter to you. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 

  

7:30pm Back Roads: Eugowra Recovery, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
We return to Eugowra, one of the first towns Back Roads visited when the pandemic 
hit in 2020. Two years later, it was almost wiped out by a flash flood. Heather 
discovers how they survived and what's driving their recovery. 

  

7:55pm Q+A 

(CC) 
On the panel this week: Minister for Finance Katy Gallagher; Liberal MP for Menzies 
Keith Wolahan; lawyer, community advocate and writer Nyadol Nyuon; author Nathan 
Thrall plus Communications advisor and analyst Sabine Wolff. 

  

9:00pm ABC Late News 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around 
the globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 
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9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm Osher Gunsberg: A Matter Of Life And Death 

(Repeat) 
In this one-off documentary film, Australian celebrity Osher Gunsberg investigates 
how new science, innovative thinking and technology are helping prevent suicide. 

  

11:20pm Grand Designs Australia: Hamilton Japanese Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

Steve Minon has a fascination for things Japanese. He fell in love with the work of an 

iconic Japanese architect Yo Shimada, who he contacted to design a house for him. 
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Tuesday, 5 March 2024 

0:10am Gardening Australia: National Science Week Special 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa Georgiadis meets an inspiring gardener, Tino Carnevale sows spring crops 

indoors, Josh Byrne visits a landscape designer, Jane Edmanson visits a stunning 

garden in rural Victoria and Millie Ross builds a garden bench. 

  

1:10am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and 

why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 

covering what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 

our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 

international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the top 

stories this morning. Michael Rowland and Emma Rebellato bring you news and 

interviews, Tony Armstrong with sport and Nate Byrne with weather. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Gemma Veness in the morning to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. ABC News has more reporters in more places, serving 

and connecting communities and telling your stories. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

The leading news at lunchtime. Ros Childs brings you the day's top stories and the 

latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and 

around the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 
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10:00am Gardening Australia: Garden Inspiration Special 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Sophie Thomson asks an expert rose pruner to share his techniques, Costa Georgiadis 
creates a worm hotel from a bathtub, Josh Byrne builds an edible water feature, and 
Jerry Coleby-Williams learns the A-Z of passionfruit. 

  

11:00am Khanh Ong's Wild Food 

(Repeat) 
Chef Khanh Ong journeys to Australia's tropical Far North Queensland to discover the 
culinary secrets of the Nywaigi people the traditional owners of the land. He learns to 
cook Magpie Goose with Nywaigi Man Buddy Cassidy. 

  

11:45am Power To Country 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Shirley was forced from her homelands because of energy insecurity. The place she 
escaped to is also at risk, and dealing with environmental threats to Country. But her 
community are fighting back. 

  

11:55am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 
On the panel this week: Minister for Finance Katy Gallagher; Liberal MP for Menzies 
Keith Wolahan; lawyer, community advocate and writer Nyadol Nyuon; author 
Nathan Thrall plus Communications advisor and analyst Sabine Wolff. 

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 
Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Greg Jennett brings you everything you need 
to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key 
decision makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 
Joe O'Brien brings you a comprehensive summary of the day's events, with the latest 
breaking news, in depth coverage of the top stories, live crosses, interviews and 
explainers to bring you up to speed on what's going on. 

  

3:00pm Grand Designs Australia: Daylesford Long House 

(Repeat) 
Brisbane based architects Donovan Hill, helped Trace and Ronnen create the most 
original grand design, incorporating a giant greenhouse that encloses a house, 
garden, stables and animal pens. 

  

3:50pm Gardening Australia - My Garden Path: Peter Nixon - Garden Designer 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
We meet a garden designer who celebrates texture and contrast in his coastal 
garden. 
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4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round 
the clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters 
investigating issues that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

4:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often - the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the 
issues that matter. The ABC's network of reporters cover important stories and bring 
you news and information you need. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 

  

5:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on 
market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and 
business owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

6:00pm The World 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 
our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 
international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

7:00pm Price of Progress: Indonesia's Nickel Rush 

(Repeat) 
The price of our transition to EVs. A mining and refining boom in Indonesia is creating 
jobs and boosting the economy, transforming lives as Indonesia races to become a 
global EV hub, powered by nickel. 

  

7:30pm Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

It's all about Community this week, with teens and seniors taking part in a range of 

activities to celebrate the community they've created and help those most in need.  

  

8:30pm Wang Gungwu Lecture 2024 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Business trailblazer Ming Long AM delivers the 2024 Wang Gungwu Lecture. Each 

year the lecture celebrates the life and work of a prominent Chinese Australian. 
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9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and 

why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 

covering what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

10:15pm Women Of Steel 

(Repeat) 
Outraged at sexual harassment in the workplace and denied work at the local 
steelworks, a group of women band together and launch a 14 year battle against 
Australia's biggest company. 

  

11:10pm Grand Designs Australia: Daylesford Long House 

(Repeat) 
Brisbane based architects Donovan Hill, helped Trace and Ronnen create the most 
original grand design, incorporating a giant greenhouse that encloses a house, 
garden, stables and animal pens. 
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Wednesday, 6 March 2024 

0:00am Gardening Australia: Garden Inspiration Special 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Sophie Thomson asks an expert rose pruner to share his techniques, Costa Georgiadis 

creates a worm hotel from a bathtub, Josh Byrne builds an edible water feature, and 

Jerry Coleby-Williams learns the A-Z of passionfruit. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why 

it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering 

what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 

our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 

international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the top 

stories this morning. Michael Rowland and Emma Rebellato bring you news and 

interviews, Tony Armstrong with sport and Nate Byrne with weather. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Gemma Veness in the morning to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. Includes updates and the latest results from Super 

Tuesday in the US Presidential Primary race. 
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9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
The leading news at lunchtime. Ros Childs brings you the day's top stories and the 
latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and around 
the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

9:30am Stories Of Bike: Journey 

(Repeat) 
Follow the journeys of three Australian motorcyclists; Maria's getaway with her best 
friend, Jonathan and his 18 month ride around the world and Jodie and her quest to 
make motorcycling a bigger part of her life. 

  

9:55am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Josh Byrne gives his tomatoes a head start, Tino Carnevale discovers some living plant 
fossils, Costa Georgiadis visits a super-productive small garden, and Jane Edmanson 
explores an amazing succulent garden. 

  

10:55am Osher Gunsberg: A Matter Of Life And Death 

(Repeat) 
In this one-off documentary film, Australian celebrity Osher Gunsberg investigates 
how new science, innovative thinking and technology are helping prevent suicide. 

  

12:10pm Media Watch 

(CC) 
Australia's leading forum for media analysis and comment, bringing you a brave and 
fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in the news. Presented by 
Paul Barry. 

  

12:30pm Price of Progress: Indonesia's Nickel Rush 

(Repeat) 
The price of our transition to EVs. A mining and refining boom in Indonesia is creating 
jobs and boosting the economy, transforming lives as Indonesia races to become a 
global EV hub, powered by nickel. 

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 
Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Greg Jennett brings you everything you need 
to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key 
decision makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 
Joe O'Brien brings you a comprehensive summary of the day's events, with the latest 
breaking news, in depth coverage of the top stories, live crosses, interviews and 
explainers to bring you up to speed on what's going on. 
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3:00pm Strait To The Plate 

(Repeat) 
Aaron Fa'Aoso arrives in the Kaywalagal region, travelling to the island of Masig to 
cook an array of fish dishes and discuss the importance of traditional language and 
being on Country. 

  

3:30pm That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC) 
Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 
inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 
heritage, from Australia and around the world. 

  

4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round 

the clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating 

issues that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

4:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often - the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the 
issues that matter. The ABC's network of reporters cover important stories and bring 
you news and information you need. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 

  

5:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

6:00pm The World 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 
our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 
international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of today's 
top stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells 
the stories that matter to you. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 
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7:30pm Planet America 

(CC) 
Chas and John break down another big week in the US like only they can, explaining 
Super Tuesday and looking ahead to President Biden's crucial State of the Union 
speech on Friday. 

  

8:00pm Luke Nguyen's Food Trail 
(Repeat) 

Luke hits the ground running in Hong Kong to find the best food the city has to offer. 

  

8:25pm Khanh Ong's Wild Food 

(Repeat) 

Chef Khanh Ong journeys to Australia's tropical Far North Queensland to discover the 

culinary secrets of the Nywaigi people the traditional owners of the land. He learns to 

cook Magpie Goose with Nywaigi Man Buddy Cassidy. 

  

9:15pm Strait To The Plate 

(Repeat) 

Aaron Fa'Aoso arrives in the Kaywalagal region, travelling to the island of Masig to 

cook an array of fish dishes and discuss the importance of traditional language and 

being on Country. 

  

9:40pm ABC Late News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 

roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around 

the globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

10:10pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:40pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading forum for media analysis and comment, bringing you a brave and 

fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in the news. Presented by 

Paul Barry. 

  

11:00pm That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 

Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 

inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 

heritage, from Australia and around the world. 
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11:30pm Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city 

apartment. Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from 

barren to blissful? 

  

0:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Josh Byrne gives his tomatoes a head start, Tino Carnevale discovers some living plant 
fossils, Costa Georgiadis visits a super-productive small garden, and Jane Edmanson 
explores an amazing succulent garden. 
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Thursday, 7 March 2024 

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why 

it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering 

what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 

our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 

international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the 

morning's top stories. Michael Rowland and Bridget Brennan bring you news and 

interviews, joined by Tony Armstrong, Emma Rebellato and Nate Byrne. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Dan Bourchier in the morning to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. ABC News has more reporters in more places, serving 

and connecting communities and telling your stories. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

The leading news at lunchtime. Ros Childs brings you the day's top stories and the 

latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and around 

the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 
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9:30am Price of Progress: Indonesia's Nickel Rush 

(Repeat) 
The price of our transition to EVs. A mining and refining boom in Indonesia is creating 
jobs and boosting the economy, transforming lives as Indonesia races to become a 
global EV hub, powered by nickel. 

  

10:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Costa Georgiadis learns why acacias are good in gardens, Jane Edmanson explores a 
wildflower hotspot, Tino Carnevale shares his potato-growing tips, and Jerry Coleby-
Williams meets some aerial gardeners, the flying foxes. 

  

11:00am Women Of Steel 

(Repeat) 
Outraged at sexual harassment in the workplace and denied work at the local 
steelworks, a group of women band together and launch a 14 year battle against 
Australia's biggest company. 

  

12:00pm Our Law 

(Repeat) 
At Western Australia's first Indigenous run Police Station, two Noongar officers must 
learn Yarnangu Lore and master the Ngaanyatjarra language, if they are to effectively 
police one of the most remote beats in the world. 

  

12:25pm Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

Chas and John break down another big week in the US like only they can, explaining 

Super Tuesday and looking ahead to President Biden's crucial State of the Union 

speech on Friday. 

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Greg Jennett brings you everything you need 

to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key 

decision makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

Joe O'Brien brings you a comprehensive summary of the day's events, with the latest 

breaking news, in depth coverage of the top stories, live crosses, interviews and 

explainers to bring you up to speed on what's going on. 

  

3:00pm Grand Designs Australia: Tallebudgera Old Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

A discarded 100-year-old Queenslander home is split into pieces and moved 140km on 

separate trucks to be reconstructed on a plot in the Gold Coast hinterland. 
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3:50pm Gardening Australia - My Garden Path: John Arnott 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

We meet a leading horticulturist whose day job is caring for the award-winning 

Cranbourne Botanic Gardens in Victoria. 

  

4:00pm AFL Premiership Season: Opening Round - Sydney Swans v Melbourne 
Demons 
The 2024 AFL Premiership begins with a special Opening Round with four marquee 
matches all held in NSW and Queensland. On Opening Night, the Sydney Swans host 
the Melbourne Demons at the SCG. 

  

7:15pm The World 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 
our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 
international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

8:10pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:40pm The Business 

(CC) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

9:00pm ABC Late News 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around 
the globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

9:30pm That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 
Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 
inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 
heritage, from Australia and around the world. 

  

10:00pm Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 
Chas and John break down another big week in the US like only they can, explaining 
Super Tuesday and looking ahead to President Biden's crucial State of the Union 
speech on Friday. 
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10:35pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

11:05pm Grand Designs Australia: Tallebudgera Old Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

A discarded 100-year-old Queenslander home is split into pieces and moved 140km on 

separate trucks to be reconstructed on a plot in the Gold Coast hinterland. 

  

11:55pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa Georgiadis learns why acacias are good in gardens, Jane Edmanson explores a 

wildflower hotspot, Tino Carnevale shares his potato-growing tips, and Jerry Coleby-

Williams meets some aerial gardeners, the flying foxes. 
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Friday, 8 March 2024 

0:55am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why 

it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering 

what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 

our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 

international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

3:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

Be the first to know the latest overnight developments, breaking news and the 

morning's top stories. Michael Rowland and Bridget Brennan bring you news and 

interviews, joined by Tony Armstrong, Emma Rebellato and Nate Byrne. 

  

6:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

When big stories break, turn to Dan Bourchier in the morning to bring you what's 

happening and why it matters. ABC News has more reporters in more places, serving 

and connecting communities and telling your stories. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
The leading news at lunchtime. Ros Childs brings you the day's top stories and the 
latest news as it unfolds, with reporters in the community across Australia and around 
the world reporting on the issues that matter to you. 
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10:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Costa Georgiadis gives a compost masterclass, Jane Edmanson tours a tiny food 
garden, Tino Carnevale attracts more wildlife neighbours, Sophie Thomson meets a 
group who've taken their love of gardening to the streets. 

  

11:00am Dream Gardens: Erskineville, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

A couple sacrifice their honeymoon to create a rooftop oasis for their inner-city 

apartment. Facing strata, weight and water restrictions will they succeed in going from 

barren to blissful? 

  

11:30am Strait To The Plate 

(Repeat) 
Aaron Fa'Aoso arrives in the Kaywalagal region, travelling to the island of Masig to 
cook an array of fish dishes and discuss the importance of traditional language and 
being on Country. 

  

12:00pm India Now: Summer Special 
(CC,Repeat) 
In a special edition of India Now, Avani Dias looks back at the dazzling cultural and 
political scene in India - examining press freedom, cashless payments, biometric 
identity, light skin bias and transgender rights. 

  

12:30pm That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 
Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 
inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 
heritage, from Australia and around the world. 

  

1:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 
Live from Parliament House in Canberra, Matthew Doran brings you everything you 
need to know about politics, national and global affairs today, speaking with the key 
decision makers and stakeholders on issues in the news. 

  

2:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 
Joe O'Brien brings you a comprehensive summary of the day's events, with the latest 
breaking news, in depth coverage of the top stories, live crosses, interviews and 
explainers to bring you up to speed on what's going on. 

  

3:00pm Grand Designs Australia: French Island Barge 

(Repeat) 
Inventor Mike Gearon puts his creative skills to the test when he takes on a massive 
project - to build a American style ranch house including a great hall - for him and wife 
Debbie on Victoria's pristine French Island. 
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3:50pm Gardening Australia - My Garden Path: Wah & Man Cheung 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
We meet twin brother artists whose digital and high-tech artwork is inspired by the 
tropical flora around them. 

  

4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round 

the clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating 

issues that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

4:30pm AFL Premiership Season: Opening Round - Brisbane Lions v Carlton Blues 

The 2024 AFL Premiership begins with a special Opening Round with four marquee 

matches all held in NSW and Queensland. The Brisbane Lions host the Carlton Blues at 

the Gabba in the first Friday Night Football of 2024. 

  

7:30pm The World 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 
our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 
international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

8:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got 
more reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and 
issues that matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

8:15pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 
President Biden delivers the 2024 State of the Union Address to a joint session of 
Congress, only eight months before the Presidential Election. With Super Tuesday and 
Trump's legal cases, its a busy week in America. 

  

9:00pm ABC Late News 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around 
the globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

9:30pm The World This Week 

(CC) 
Andrea Nierhoff brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 
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10:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why 
it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering 
what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

10:15pm Khanh Ong's Wild Food 

(Repeat) 

Chef Khanh Ong journeys to Australia's tropical Far North Queensland to discover the 

culinary secrets of the Nywaigi people the traditional owners of the land. He learns to 

cook Magpie Goose with Nywaigi Man Buddy Cassidy. 

  

11:05pm Grand Designs Australia: French Island Barge 

(Repeat) 

Inventor Mike Gearon puts his creative skills to the test when he takes on a massive 

project - to build a American style ranch house including a great hall - for him and wife 

Debbie on Victoria's pristine French Island. 

  

11:55pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Costa Georgiadis gives a compost masterclass, Jane Edmanson tours a tiny food 

garden, Tino Carnevale attracts more wildlife neighbours, Sophie Thomson meets a 

group who've taken their love of gardening to the streets. 
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Saturday, 9 March 2024 

0:55am ABC Late News 

(CC,Repeat) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why 

it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering 

what you need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:10am Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 

President Biden delivers the 2024 State of the Union Address to a joint session of 

Congress, only eight months before the Presidential Election. With Super Tuesday and 

Trump's legal cases, its a busy week in America. 

  

2:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

There's never been a more important time to stay in touch with what's happening in 

our world. Now at the new earlier time of 9pm AEDT, Yvonne Yong presents the latest 

international news from correspondents and guests. 

  

2:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Andrea Nierhoff brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 

perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 

Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

3:00am The Breakfast Couch 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Bridget Brennan, Nate Byrne and 

the team for some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the big names 

and entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

3:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 

Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 

inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 

heritage, from Australia and around the world. 

  

4:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and up-to-date. Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim 

bring you the latest news, interviews, politics, culture, weather and global affairs. Plus 

sport with Jared Coote. 
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8:00am ABC News 

(CC) 
Dan Bourchier presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

8:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Andrea Nierhoff brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Dan Bourchier presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

9:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 
News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 
outside the big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

10:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Dan Bourchier presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

10:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Bridget Brennan, Nate Byrne and 

the team for some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the big names 

and entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

11:00am Grand Designs Australia: Hamilton Japanese Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

Steve Minon has a fascination for things Japanese. He fell in love with the work of an 

iconic Japanese architect Yo Shimada, who he contacted to design a house for him. 

  

11:50am Grand Designs Australia: Daylesford Long House 

(Repeat) 

Brisbane based architects Donovan Hill, helped Trace and Ronnen create the most 

original grand design, incorporating a giant greenhouse that encloses a house, garden, 

stables and animal pens. 
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12:45pm Road Kill Warriors 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

400,000 animals are killed on Tasmanian roads every year. That's 45 every hour. Meet 

the women who have decided that enough is enough and are tackling this issue in 

unique and sometimes controversial ways. 

  

1:00pm AFL Premiership Season: Opening Round - Gold Coast Suns v Richmond 

An Opening Round doubleheader begins with the Gold Coast Suns hosting the 

Richmond Tigers. Former Richmond Premiership coach Damien Hardwick is coaching 

his first match for the Suns against his former team. 

  

4:00pm AFL Premiership Season: Opening Round - GWS Giants v Collingwood 

The GWS Giants host the Collingwood Magpies in Saturday Night Football to conclude 

the AFL's special Opening Round for 2024. 

  

7:15pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,G) 
Sophie visits a philanthropic propagator; Hannah delves into cold frames; Jerry rises to 
greener heights; Jane peers behind the camera; Tammy crafts a leafy piece of art; and 
we meet a family who garden and grow together. 

  

8:15pm Osher Gunsberg: A Matter Of Life And Death 

(Repeat) 
In this one-off documentary film, Australian celebrity Osher Gunsberg investigates 
how new science, innovative thinking and technology are helping prevent suicide. 

  

9:30pm ABC News Overnight 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Mariam 
Saab. 

  

9:45pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Andrea Nierhoff brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

10:15pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 
Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Bridget Brennan, Nate Byrne and 
the team for some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the big names 
and entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

10:45pm Luke Nguyen's Food Trail 
(Repeat) 
Luke hits the ground running in Hong Kong to find the best food the city has to offer. 
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11:15pm Our Law 

(Repeat) 

At Western Australia's first Indigenous run Police Station, two Noongar officers must 

learn Yarnangu Lore and master the Ngaanyatjarra language, if they are to effectively 

police one of the most remote beats in the world. 

  

11:40pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
President Biden delivers the 2024 State of the Union Address to a joint session of 
Congress, only eight months before the Presidential Election. With Super Tuesday and 
Trump's legal cases, its a busy week in America. 
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Sunday, 10 March 2024 

0:30am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading forum for media analysis and comment, bringing you a brave and 

fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in the news. Presented by 

Paul Barry. 

  

0:45am Stories Of Bike: Journey 

(Repeat) 

Follow the journeys of three Australian motorcyclists; Maria's getaway with her best 

friend, Jonathan and his 18 month ride around the world and Jodie and her quest to 

make motorcycling a bigger part of her life. 

  

1:10am Tech Smart Agriculture: Pest Tech 

(CC,Repeat) 

Fruit flies are one of Australia's most destructive and costly pests. But a new high-tech 

trap using the same technology as the fingerprint ID on a smart-phone, promises to 

reduce chemical use. 

  

1:20am National Press Club Address: Max Chandler-Mather and Mike Zorbas 

(CC) 

Max Chandler-Mather, Federal MP for Griffith and Mike Zorbas, Chief Executive of the 

Property Council of Australia, address the National Press Club on the topic of "The 

Housing Crisis". 

  

2:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

3:00am Close Of Business 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including 

the latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in 

the local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

3:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 

News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 

outside the big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 
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4:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 
Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, updated information, analysis, 
interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah 
Ibrahim, plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

6:00am Insiders 

(CC) 
Will cost of living pressures be brought under control? How will the Middle East 
conflict shape our security? David Speers brings you political analysis that cuts through 
the spin, diving into the decisions affecting us all. 

  

7:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 
Kelli Underwood and the panel dissect all the action from the Opening Round of the 
AFL with four marquee matches played in NSW and Queensland, plus Round 1 of the 
NRL continues after the Las Vegas opening doubleheader. 

  

7:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 
Join Tiana Penitani and Sam Wykes for your weekly hit of Pacific joy, as they share 
inspiring stories and incredible sporting prowess of athletes with Pacific Island 
heritage, from Australia and around the world. 

  

8:00am ABC News 

(CC) 
Dan Bourchier presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

8:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 
Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Bridget Brennan, Nate Byrne and 
the team for some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the big names 
and entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

9:00am ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Dan Bourchier presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

9:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Andrea Nierhoff brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 
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10:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Sophie visits a philanthropic propagator; Hannah delves into cold frames; Jerry rises to 
greener heights; Jane peers behind the camera; Tammy crafts a leafy piece of art; and 
we meet a family who garden and grow together. 

  

11:00am Grand Designs Australia: Tallebudgera Old Queenslander 

(Repeat) 
A discarded 100-year-old Queenslander home is split into pieces and moved 140km on 
separate trucks to be reconstructed on a plot in the Gold Coast hinterland. 

  

11:50am Grand Designs Australia: French Island Barge 

(Repeat) 
Inventor Mike Gearon puts his creative skills to the test when he takes on a massive 
project - to build a American style ranch house including a great hall - for him and wife 
Debbie on Victoria's pristine French Island. 

  

12:45pm Aussie Mavericks: Self-Made Woman 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

From sheep breeder to shearer, grain trader to truck driver. She was raised to be a 

wife and mother. Instead, this woman has set up more businesses and tackled more 

jobs than many people do in a lifetime. 

  

1:00pm Wang Gungwu Lecture 2024 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Business trailblazer Ming Long AM delivers the 2024 Wang Gungwu Lecture. Each year 

the lecture celebrates the life and work of a prominent Chinese Australian. 

  

2:00pm Landline 

(CC) 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 

agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 

heartland. 

  

3:00pm ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC 

News reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on 

outside the big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

3:30pm Back Roads: East Arnhem Land, NT (Part 1) 

(CC,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died,Discretion is advised for 

viewers with photosensitive epilepsy.) 

Rae Johnston discovers a remote and tiny community that punches above its weight 

on the international stage, in music, art, science, politics and culture - all while tackling 

a growing environmental and ecological crisis. 
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4:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you the 
latest news and original reporting on the day's top stories. Plus reporters investigating 
issues that matter to you. Presented by Meredith Sheehan. 

  

4:30pm Khanh Ong's Wild Food 
Chef Khanh Ong journeys to the coastal town of Port Lincoln in South Australia to 
unlock the secrets of the local seafood. Khanh learns how to trawl for wild prawns, 
harvest oysters and forages for unique coastal ingredients. 

  

5:15pm Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,G)Final 
The participants put on a big show at the retirement village, they're retested by the 
experts to find out if their wellbeing has improved, and we see how their friendships 
are flourishing months later. (Season Final) 

  

6:15pm Abebe - Butterfly Song 

An exploration and celebration of the enduring cross-cultural friendship between 

Papua New Guinea's most celebrated singer-songwriter George Telek and acclaimed 

Australian musician David Bridie. 

  

7:20pm Back Roads: Rabaul, Papua New Guinea 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

For the first time, Back Roads leaves Australian shores and travels to our closest 

northern neighbour, Papua New Guinea. Guest presenter Tania Bale introduces us to 

Rabaul, a community with close ties to Australia.  

  

7:50pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Kamahl 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

As a young migrant plagued by self-doubt, Kamahl put his sense of inferiority aside to 

make his name in showbusiness, going on to sell millions of records around the world. 

How will Anh interpret his charm and gentle wisdom? 

  

8:20pm Hannah Gadsby's OZ 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Through a re-examining of colonial era paintings, Hannah sees that White Australia's 

sense of 'belonging' has a complex and troubled past. (Part 1 of 3) 

  

8:50pm Gardening Australia  - My Garden Path: Annette Rypalski 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

Meet biodiversity director Annette Rypalski, who looks after the rare and endangered 

animals living at Victoria's Mt Rothwell sanctuary. 
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9:00pm ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Meredith 

Sheehan. 

  

9:15pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 

agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 

heartland. 

  

10:15pm ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Meredith 
Sheehan. 

  

10:30pm Grand Designs Australia: Hamilton Japanese Queenslander 

(Repeat) 

Steve Minon has a fascination for things Japanese. He fell in love with the work of an 

iconic Japanese architect Yo Shimada, who he contacted to design a house for him. 

  

11:20pm Gardening Australia  - My Garden Path: Rebekah and Olive Trevor 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Meet Rebekah Trevor and find out how this young woman's passion for bromeliads 

has allowed her to travel the world in pursuit of these fascinating plants and expand 

the family business. 

11:30pm Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
Will cost of living pressures be brought under control? How will the Middle East 
conflict shape our security? David Speers brings you political analysis that cuts through 
the spin, diving into the decisions affecting us all.


